
9a Year-End Exam Revision Sheet
Spring 2020

Samantha School
Exam: TBD

Textbook: Family and Friends 3 and 4
Unit 11

Grammar Topics:

- There was/ There were
- REMEMBER: Agree with number

- There was a dog.  There were TWO dogs

- There wasn’t / There weren’t 
- REMEMBER: Agree with number

- There wasn’t a dog.  There weren’t TWO dogs

Oral Topic:

- Talk about your favorite museum
- HINT:  Use there was/were to talk about history!

Useful Vocabulary: 

- Ferry, bus, helicopter, motorbike, plane, taxi, train, tram

Unit 12

Grammar Topics:

- Past Simple “ To be”
- Was / were  
- REMEMBER: Agree with the subject
- I was short.  They were big.

- Past Simple “ To be” Negative
- Was / were  
- REMEMBER: Agree with the subject
- I wasn’t short.  They weren’t big.

- Past Simple “ To have”
- Had 
- REMEMBER: All forms are the same
- I had a dog when I was five years old.



- Past Simple “ To have” Negative
- Didn’t have 
- REMEMBER: All forms are the same
- I didn’t have a party yesterday.

Oral Topic:

- Talk about yourself as a baby! Use was/were. 

Useful Vocabulary: 

Old, young, handsome, pretty, short, tall, shy, friendly

Unit 13

Grammar Topics:

- Past Simple
- REMEMBER: -ed

- I started my homework

- Past Simple Negative
- REMEMBER: didn’t _____.

- I didn’t start my homework

Oral Topic:  What did you do today?

Useful Vocabulary: 

Start, finish, love, hate, want, use, laugh, live

Unit 14

Grammar Topics:

- Past Simple Questions
- REMEMBER: “Did”

- Did you eat breakfast?

- Answering past simple questions.
- REMEMBER:  Yes, I did.  No, I didn’t.



Oral Topic:

- Ask me about my day. (Did you eat breakfast today?  Did you walk to work today?)

Useful Vocabulary: 

Paint, paintbrush, calculator, lunch box, dictionary, PE Kit, backpack, apron.

Unit 15

Grammar Topics:

- “Going to”
- REMEMBER: I’m going to EAT

- Going to Questions: 
- REMEMBER: Are you going to ____.

- Are you going to eat your lunch?

Oral Topic:

- Tell me what you are going to do this summer. 

Useful Vocabulary: 

Suitcase, sun cream, towel, soap, shampoo, hairbrush, toothbrush, toothpaste. 

Unit 1 (FF4)

Grammar Topics:

- Present Simple vs Present Continuous 
- REMEMBER: Simple = What you do often
- REMEMBER: Continuous = What you are doing NOW

- I go to school every day.
- I am eating right now.

Oral Topic: Tell me what you do every day and what you are doing now. 



Useful Vocabulary: 

Waiter, waitress, uniform, menu, customer, bottle of water, cup of coffee, glass of milk, plate of 
salad.

Unit 2 (FF4)

Grammar Topics:

- Past Simple Review
- See Unit 14 above

Oral Topic: Tell me what you did last summer. 

Useful Vocabulary: 

Concert, drums, instruments, violin, audience, cheer, stage, trumpet


